Thesis #4
Nations that want to flourish must
relearn the secret of the strong
State. That strength is not based on
military fire-power. It stems from the
creative power of people. Their
energy, which is mortally degraded
by taxation, is emancipated when
the public’s finances are based on
the rents that people are willing to
pay to use the services of nature
and society.

Mortal
Taxes
or a Life
of Liberty
Fred Harrison
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ESTRUCTURING
the public’s
we develop a model of governance that
finances would raise economic
would unite rather than rupture nations?
growth above historic rates, but the
most important gains would take
The win-win formula is based on a
the form of more leisure, the rehabilitation
structure of High Finance which, applied
of human relationships and incentives that
globally, would enable every nation to
would deepen the cultural membrane
share prosperity. That outcome is
(which includes the arts) that
predicated
on
the
wraps us all in riches. Politics
adoption
of
a
public
Thesis #4
would mutate into an authentic
finance
system
that
democratic process. Politicians
emancipated all citizens.
Nations that want to
would be constrained from
flourish must relearn the
buying votes by favouring
The process of erasing
special interests. The State
people’s awareness of
secret of the strong
would
be
strengthened,
the fiscal model of
State. That strength is
rebased on foundations of
freedom was triggered a
fairness.
century
ago.
The
not based on military fireinitiative worked. Special
power. It stems from the
But this outcome will not occur
interest groups are now
spontaneously. In fact, the
free to engage in
creative power of people.
trend is in the opposite
reckless behaviour that
Their energy, which is
direction. In the 1980s the
weakens
public
West began to shed its mature
institutions.
Those
mortally degraded by
industrial status in favour of a
groups are not being
taxation, is emancipated
total submission to the renteffectively
challenged
seeking paradigm. This has
because the experts –
when the public’s
trapped everyone in the arts of
including
professional
finances are based on
cheating. Example: the pursuit
economists – continue to
of capital gains through the
shroud
the
wealththe rents that people are
housing market. Homes are no
creating
process
in
willing to pay to use the
longer family nests: they are
language
that
viewed as financial assets.
impoverishes
public
services of nature and
debate.
The negative attitudes of a
society.
growing number of citizens are
The
confusion
over
systematically weakening the
taxation is not an
State. The process has been
accident. It serves the
taking hold for decades. The US Federal
rent-seeking culture that relies on property
Government shut-down in October 2013
rights that privilege one section of the
illustrated how a small group, voicing
community. Preserving those rights
anger at tax policy, can shame a
depends on the ability of rent-seekers to
superpower and diminish democracy to a
retain control of the State’s law-making
crude game of horse-trading.
functions (see Thesis #1). In that State,

R

Taxation is the lightning conductor of
popular discontent. Animosity directed at
taxes is the sure way to unite people
against their representatives. Taxes are
inherently bad; at best, a necessary evil.
This shared perspective drains confidence
in government. And it weakens public
agencies, a weakness that will be
exploited by the emerging Asian powers
which are seeking a larger share of the
spoils from a new geo-political order. Can
Fred Harrison

democracy is nominal. People are
neutralised to prevent them from
demanding the one reform that would
emancipate everyone: scrap the bad taxes
and raise revenue from rents that people
are willing to pay to use the services
provided by nature and society.
The vision of a strong but fair State
emerges, once we expose the lies that
have been embedded in our minds by the
guardians of the rent-seeking culture.
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Bullied into Quiescence
Two techniques are deployed to inhibit
people from insisting on the reform that
would release them from taxation.
Intimidation Generating mass anxiety is
the standard tactic employed by tyrants
who need to mess with people’s emotions,
to control them. Examples:
 “Banks would be bankrupted if the
collateral value of real estate was
reduced by fiscal policy.”
 “Widows who are cash-short but
capital-rich would not be able to
pay a rent-based charge for the
expensive locations they occupy.”
 “The obligation to pay rent for
land held in a vacant state
would cause over-construction.”
The list is a long one. It is trotted out
every time the issue of raising revenue
from rent is proposed as the way to
abolish taxes on earned incomes.
Apologists for the current regime in
effect tell people (to use a metaphor):
coming off heroin is so painful that you
should keep consuming the drug even
though this will shorten your life.
Evidence
that
exposes
the
dysfunctional impact of taxation is
ignored. Take the case of the risk of
bankrupting the banks – wasn’t it the
current fiscal regime that rewarded
people to over-invest in real estate,
causing insolvency of many western
banks in 2008?

misinformation, professors have bent the
minds of generations of students.
Indoctrination is not an unfair charge. The
evidence is overwhelming: people are
deprived of an understanding of how land
markets are linked to tax policy to damage
the welfare of nations. Examples spanning
the years since 1945 reveal the pattern of
manipulation of people’s minds.
Nobel Prize economist Paul Samuelson
published the first edition of Economics in
1948. Charging rents for the use of
resources, he claimed, “may slow down
their rate of depletion and serve to ration
out such scarce, exhaustible resources.
But in a freely competitive system, the
self-interest of owners may well lead to the

Box 1
The Ideological manipulation of rent
The Everyman’s Dictionary of Economics illustrates how
economic rent was manipulated by post-classical
economists for ideological purposes. The authors
acknowledge that “the earnings of the fixed supply of
land are entirely economic rent; it has no supply price; it
would still be there whether it earned anything or not”.*
But the significance of this insight is then diluted.
Humans can apparently also receive economic rent.
Pavarotti, the Italian opera singer, would happily sing for
his supper for the wages paid to the barbers of Seville.
But because of his singing gift (was it a gift? Did he have
to train his voice?), he was paid astronomical sums to
sing in the opera houses of London and New York. So the
difference between the barber’s weekly wage and
Pavarotti’s fee is treated by economists as economic
rent, thereby disparaging the unique attributes of that
value which represents the services of nature and
society. Such theoretical contortions distracted western
th
governments throughout the 20 century. This freed
people to accumulate unearned rents from land which
terminated in asset bubble busts every 18 years.

Misinformation
Manipulation of
language and statistics is the tactic for
messing with people’s minds (Box 1). A
* Seldon and Pennance (1976: 115)
standard ploy is for the “expert” to
claim that “rent” would not generate
rapid using up of natural resources….
sufficient revenue to fund public services.
Unsightly and unhealthy slag piles may
No supporting evidence is offered, though
also be
created…There
may be
an arbitrary number may be clutched out
deforestation that causes floods and soil
of the air as proof. An example is
erosion downstream…” (Samuelson 1955:
contained in the textbook by Nobel Prize
539). Scary? But aren’t these abuses of
economist Paul Krugman.
nature associated with the current fiscal
regime, which favours the exploiters of
In the US in 2004, apparently, “rent”
resources by not charging them rent?
constituted 1% of total income (Krugman
and
Wells 2006: 283). By such
Fred Harrison
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Samuelson does concede that “Pure land
rent is in the nature of a ‘surplus’ which
can be taxed heavily without distorting
production incentives or efficiency” (1955:
535). But why bother when the “Rent
income of persons” is shown (on page
182) as a mere 3% of Net National
Product? Not enough revenue here to
fund for public services!
In a version of Economics co-authored
with a Yale professor, Samuelson reports
the “Rent income of persons” as less than
2% of Gross National Product (Samuelson
and Nordhaus 1985: 115). So what’s all
the fuss about? Drawing revenue from
pure rents might be fair, and might be
efficient, but the sum too trivial to target!
In 1963, Richard Lipsey’s textbook
assured students that “an effective tax on
economic rent would finance only a tiny
portion of government expenditures”
(Lipsey 1979: 371). Besides, there was a
grave problem with the proposal: “The
policy implications of taxing rent depends
on being able in practice to identify
economic rent. At best, this is difficult; at
worst, it is impossible” (1979: 370,
emphasis added). Professionals perform
this exercise daily for real estate clients,
but in academia the task is perceived as
nigh on impossible! The methodology is
explained by Ted Gwartney (Gwartney
n.d.), whose professional experience as a
valuer of real estate for fiscal purposes is
second to none.
Lipsey, who taught at a leading Canadian
university, claimed that his was a
“positive” (value-free) economics. There
was nothing objective about his ideological
pronouncement on the policy of shifting
taxes off buildings and onto land values,
which was favoured by some American
towns. This was, he asserted, a “curious
anachronism”. This limited version of tax
reform increased the supply of homes,
benefitting communities by penalising land
hoarders. Anachronistic?
Heinz Kohler repeats the hoary myths
about not being able to isolate economic
rent, and that rents would not yield
sufficient revenue to defray government
expenses (Kohler 1992: 857). His textbook
Fred Harrison

is an example of the damage such
manuals inflict on people who need to live
in the real world. He claims that, when
California imposed a cap on property
taxes in 1978 (the Proposition 13
initiative),
by
the
mid-1980s
“an
unexpected consequence had emerged”
(Kohler 1992: 859, n.13). For every $1
decrease in the property tax, property
values rose by $7. Unexpected? Fiscal
reformers did predict that a cap on the
property tax would translate into higher
residential land prices. They were correct.
But for academics holed up in their
intellectual fortresses, this outcome could
not be anticipated. So California’s voters
were not guided away from what proved to
be a disastrous decision for families who
needed affordable homes. Existing
residential land owners laughed all the
way to the bank.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the black
art of economics played a central role in
propelling the property boom that
destroyed millions of jobs in 2008.
The foregoing examples are not
exceptional. They are cited to convey a
sense of the systematic misinformation
that colours young minds. If NASA
scientists treated gravity in the same way
that economists play fast and loose with
the land market’s financial gravity, rockets
launched from Cape Canaveral would all
end up in the ocean.
This raises two questions. How much
damage is caused by taxation? What
proportion of a nation’s income is
represented by rent?
ATCOR: the Taxing Math
More than 300 years ago, English
philosopher John Locke explained in
Some Considerations of the Lowering of
Interest and the Raising the Value of
Money (1691) that it would be “in vain” for
a country to lay taxes on anything other
than land, for “there at least it will
terminate”. The merchant won’t bear
taxes, and the labourer cannot bear it. So
they pass taxes on in higher prices. But
someone must pay: who? Locke was
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emphatic: taxes ultimately come out of a
nation’s rents (Locke’s reasoning appears
in full in Harrison 2012: 184).
 Taxes, when added to wages and
profits, reduce what is left: the net
income is then paid as rent.
 The
reciprocal
relationship
between rent and the tax burden
does not diminish rent; rather, a
proportion of total rent is disguised.
Land owning patricians and gentry who
controlled tax policy in the parliaments of
old did not welcome Locke’s insight. They
wanted to believe that, by cutting the rate
of Land Tax and imposing new taxes
(such as the one on salt), they could
reduce the share of rent paid to the State.
And so they could. But, at the same time,
the amount of rent they could extract from
tenants was diminished, in the process
causing social chaos (Box 2).

through the 101 “taxes” levied by
government. In 2013, revenue collected by
all levels of the US governing system was
$5.3tn (GDP: $16.2tn). Using the ATCOR
formula, we may conclude that, if America
was a tax-free zone, this revenue would
revert back to rent.
To sustain the injustice of a bygone age,
in which aristocracies hijacked the public’s
finances, about one-third of US income is
painfully converted from rent into “wages”
and “profits” via convoluted political and
bureaucratic channels.
But if revenue collected by government is
ultimately out of rent, why fuss about the
need to collect that revenue directly? One
answer is obvious: this would raise the
productive capacity of the working
population. Economists admit that taxes
inflict “deadweight losses”. They decline to
compute those losses in language that
people can understand.

Box 2: The Elizabethan Poor Law
When Henry VIII and his successors began
to negate common rights to land, the
dispossessed took to the English lanes as
vagabonds. To ameliorate the trauma, the
Poor Law was introduced in 1572. This
was a charge on land. Instead of allowing
people to work for their incomes, land
owners preferred to dole out subsistence
charity at the expense of “their” rents.

This manipulation of the public’s finances
inflicted grotesque distortions on the
economy. Example: people channel
energy into dodging taxes that ought to be
devoted to serving their customers.
Today, Locke’s thesis is most thoroughly
documented by Mason Gaffney, the
American professor who devoted a
lifetime’s teaching to exposing renegade
economists who brought shame on their
discipline. Gaffney deployed an acronym
for the Lockean thesis: ATCOR. All taxes
come out of rent (see Addendum).

If rent revenue is collected in a direct way,
productivity is raised by a significant
margin. This means (for example) that
people could choose to maintain current
levels of income while taking the additional
benefits as leisure time.
Rents in Private Pockets
The next question relates to the proportion
of a nation’s revenue that is visible as rent.
This is rent that is not collected by
government. Economists have no idea of
how much rent is circulating. There is a
huge hole in national income statistics.
For current practical purposes, the prudent
estimate is that rents in private pockets
amount to about 20% of national income.

The first step in calculating a nation’s rents
is to establish the amount people pay
Fred Harrison
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 In the UK, researchers found that
rent was 22% of national income in
1985, rising to 29% in 1989 (Banks
1989: 40, Table 2:II). But 1989 was
a peak year in the property cycle,
just before the bust of 1992.
Allowing for the distortions caused
by land speculation, the “normal”
year estimate for the UK would be
for 1987: 21.8%.
5

 In Australia, researchers – armed
with one of the best official data
sets in the world – calculated that
rent in private hands in 2012 was
around 24% of GDP (Putland
2013; Fitzgerald 2013). Rents in
that year were inflated by
abnormally
high
urban
and
commodity prices (one of the ripple
effects of the China connection).

modify the conservative conclusion that
rent is about 50% of total income. This is
more than sufficient to cover existing
government financial commitments. And
we need to bear in mind that welfare
subsidies for low-income and unemployed
people would rapidly decline in a rationally
funded system of governance.

If we cautiously assume that privately
collected rents are around 20% of national
income, what would be a robust estimate
for the value of all rents generated by the
mature industrial economies of the West
today?

The gains from untaxing wages and
collecting rents would have a positively
enormous impact on people’s lives.
Nicolaus Tideman, a professor at Virginia
Tech and State University, estimates that,
five years into the reform, the average
American family would be better off by
$6,300 (Tideman 2013).

Adding up the “Rents”

The Goose Pluckers

If we take a random selection of 10 rich
nations, ranging from Australia through the
US to Sweden, Germany and Japan, the
average tax-take as a percent of GDP is
37%. In ATCOR terms, most of this is rent
in its disguised form (collected as if they
were “wages” and “profits”). If we add to
this the rent that is not collected by
government, of around 20%, we find that
rent exceeds 50% of national income. This
first approximation of rent needs to be
adjusted for several reasons.

Judged by the way they tax people, few
governments serve the best interests of
their citizens. The absence of an audit of
tax-induced losses means that law-makers
are not held accountable for the criminal
damage inflicted on their public’s welfare.

1. Taxes distort aggregate income.
They encourage the under-use of
urban land (which artificially raises
rents). Taxes also motivate
behaviour that damages the
environment, as when polluters are
not obliged to pay for dumping
waste into the atmosphere (which
artificially reduces rents).
2. A small part of tax revenue may
actually fall on wage earners,
rather
than
being
shifted
(ultimately) onto rent. People with
no bargaining power, those at the
economic “margin”, are particularly
vulnerable (which is why the Poor
Law had to be invented).

To camouflage their deeds, politicians rely
on cynical doctrines. One of them is the
Goose Plucking Theory. Many taxes are
preferable to a few taxes, apparently,
because a “broad tax base” reduces
people’s awareness of the pain they
endure. This is the “plucking the goose by
stealth” theory. Economists claim that a
broad fiscal base masks people’s
awareness of the taxes they pay. This
consciously infuses dishonesty in public
policy, entrapping people deeper into the
anti-democratic culture of rent-seeking.
And so, tax doctrines are germinated to
flout norms of justice. In Britain, for
example, the Value Added Tax (VAT) was
introduced in 1973. Over the following 40
years it raised revenue of £1.6tn.
Businessmen have to grapple with these
kinds of oddities:

Such considerations add to, and subtract
from, rent. Further assessment is required,
but the outcome would not significantly
Fred Harrison
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Coffins attract a 20% VAT, but are
zero rated if transported in a
hearse.



A “potato-ness” test was applied by
the High Court to determine that
6

Pringles crisps were taxable. The
manufacturer argued that the
uniformity
and
cylindrical
packaging of their crisp set them
apart from “potato snacks”.


Pasties (a meat-based pie) are
exempt from VAT because they
can go cold, but those kept heated
are liable for VAT.



Books published on paper are
exempt from VAT, but an ebook
attracts VAT because it is an
“electronic guide”.

To such intellectual gymnastics are
finance ministries driven in their quest to
broaden the tax base
in the fiscal war
against citizens. In the
process, they further
weaken the State.

government is in dangerous debt
to China.
 Distress
caused
by
land
speculation is addressed with
palliatives. This fosters social
chaos, which appeared most
visibly among the southern
members of the European Union
after the financial crisis of 2008.
Europe’s weak States were responsible
for two world wars. And yet, the
knowledge needed to avoid such
outcomes was available to statesmen in
the 18th century, at the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution when a generalised
prosperity was a practical option. What

The Making of the
Weak State
Taxpayers
are
intuitively aware that
there is something
fundamentally wrong
with public finances. In
England a thousand
years ago, the State’s
revenue
was
exclusively from rent; 500 years ago, the
land grabbers got to work. The chart that
records the reduction of rent as a
proportion of public revenue tracks the
making of a weak, dishonest State.
Evidence of this weakness surfaces at
many levels. Some examples:
 Rent seekers exercise the power
to manipulate governments to
secure preferences that enhance
their privileges.
 The fiscal State is ultimately
responsible for creating problems
like mass unemployment which
creates funding obligations that
cannot be met out of current
revenue. Budgets cannot be
balanced, so the State has to
borrow, rendering it vulnerable to
creditors. Today, the US Federal
Fred Harrison

went wrong may be illustrated with the
work of Wilhelm von Humboldt (17671835), a polymath civil servant responsible
for the establishment of the University of
Berlin. He delayed publication of The
Limits of State Action, which appeared in
1852. In this, he sought to describe how
the State could be tamed.
Individual freedom, von Humboldt argued,
was achieved by education that treated
people as ends, not means. The State had
to be confined to functions that helped
people to realise their potential. But how
can citizens constrain the State which
commanded the instruments of coercion?
Revenue was the key.
The State must have revenue to fund its
functions, von Humboldt noted. But on
what terms would that revenue be raised?
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Who decided how the revenue would be
raised, and how much would be handed
over to fund public services? The answers
lay in the unique character of rent, and the
social function performed by the land
market. Through that market, the people
themselves would negotiate the rents they
were able to pay for the use of services
available at each location. By this process
of free negotiation, who paid, and how
much they paid, would be settled by
citizens, not their politicians or the
servants of the State.
In the 18th century, the Physiocrats in
France explained that rent was the correct
source of revenue for the State. Adam
Smith concurred in The Wealth of Nations
(1776). But while von Humboldt confessed
his “ignorance of everything concerned
with finance” (1993: 134), he felt free to
pronounce on tax policy. The Physiocratic
rent-revenue policy was “unquestionably
the simplest”, he wrote, but “human
power” must also be “subject likewise to
direct taxation” (1993: 135).
If people like von Humboldt, who
contributed to Germany’s zeitgeist, had
helped to confine the State to Physiocratic
finance, might that nation have traversed a
different
evolutionary
path?
Might
heightened prosperity and a benign
financial system have led to the unification
of the people of the various principalities
on terms that avoided the need to engage
in colonial land grabbing in Africa? That
muscle-flexing mission was ultimately
responsible for luring a weak German
State into war with its neighbours in 1914.
Learn, or Lament?
Critics have good cause to feel aggrieved
about the State. Its taxes are mortal: they
diminish the creative spirit and deprive
people of the liberties they need to realise
their full potential. But “small government”,
as demanded by Tea Party activists in
America, is not the answer. Given the
sponge effect of the land market (Box 3),
tax cuts morph into Lockean increases in
rents that travel into private pockets. This,
Fred Harrison

Box 3
The Money-soaking Sponge
Taxes that can be avoided will be dodged
by those with the resources to conceal
their incomes. What happened when the
Italian government announced an amnesty
for people who repatriated income back
from tax havens is revealing. Land owners
in the Veneto region captured a significant
slice of the inflow of funds. The price of
property soared, which at the time was
celebrated as evidence of a vibrant
economy. Why did the money end up in
the land market? Unlike labour and
capital, land is fixed in supply. Its owners
exercise extraordinary bargaining power.
The land market works like a sponge: it
soaks up the rents that governments fail to
collect for the public purse.

in turn, impoverishes the community, and
drives governments deeper into debt.
Good governance rests not on how much
revenue is raised by the State, but how
that revenue is raised.
Western nations are now captives of a
cannibalistic culture that concentrates on
lifestyles in which people live off the
labours of others. Work has been
outsourced to Asian countries, and the
business of producing consumer goods
has been outsourced to China.
The State-skewed land market is the
central slush fund that rewards all forms of
corruption, whether in the financial sector,
the media, law-enforcement agencies….
and, of course, in politics. The law
facilitates the transfer of the common
wealth to the privileged few, resulting in
humanicide (Harrison 2012). An authentic
democracy would not tolerate this tragedy.
The most acute threat to the democracies
of the West comes not from crazed suicide
bombers shouting blasphemous slogans
about God being Great, but from the
animosity and apathy of middle-class
citizens who feel deeply aggrieved with
the way they are governed and taxed. But
people can change this situation, if they
think through the issues and apply due
diligence to the way they cast their votes.
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Addendum
Mason Gaffney’s Writings
Mason Gaffney’s articles and essays are
accessible on www.masongaffney.org On
the ATCOR thesis, see, for example, the
following:
Mason Gaffney (1999), “Gains from
Untaxing Work, Trade and Capital by
Uptaxing Land”, Global Institute for
Taxation (GIFT) conference, St. Johns
University, New York, October 1.
”
(2005), “A Better Way of
Gauging Excess Burden of Taxation”,
Working paper – published in Moss (ed.),
2006, q.v.
”
(2006), “A simple general test
for tax bias”, in Laurence S. Moss (ed.),
Natural
Resources,
Taxation
and
Regulation, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing.
”
(2008), Keeping Land in Capital
Theory: Ricardo, Faustmann, Wicksell and
George, Am J of Economics and
Sociology, Vol. 67(1).
Mason Gaffney’s latest book, The Mason
Gaffney Reader: Essays on Solving the
"Unsolvable" (2013), is available from
Amazon. For his discussion on the
ATCOR process, view this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLUGE
Mu9-sA&feature=c4overview&list=UUpBfQyuQ1N5YMFsWnS
26kfw
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